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This ministry is dedicated to a progressive understanding of  
truth apropos to the last generation to live on earth. 

  
 
The ultimate freedom – liberty to decide: “Choose you this day whom you will serve” (Joshua 
24:15). “Liberty is maintained by responsible freedom, which is disappearing.”1 

________________________________________________________ 

Barbaric Attack on Liberty 
 
Tyranny Infiltrates America 
 
All federal employees swear to uphold the Constitution. 
 
“The Fourth Amendment, which requires judicially issued search warrants for all searches and 
seizures, protects the contents of devices that store data. Thus, the owners of mobile devices 
and desktop computers have a privacy right in the data they have stored there. Even a narrow 
interpretation of the amendment, which guarantees privacy in ‘persons, houses, papers, and 
effects,’ must acknowledge that a computer chip is an ‘effect’ and thus its owner enjoys this 
protection.”2 
 

• However, the federal government argues that this has restricted meaning applicable 
only within law enforcement. 

• The Supreme Court discredited such narrow interpretation in 2008. Yet, the intelligence 
communities frequently defy this court’s decision. Unwarranted search and spying has 
infiltrated America’s fabric. 

 
The FBI has purchased Israeli software called “Pegasus,” which has the ability of downloading 
the contents of any computer secretly. The Drug Enforcement Administration has procured 
similar Israeli software called “Graphite.” To copy data from any computer is a criminal offence. 
Yet – there is no agency willing to investigate and charge these attacks on America’s liberty.3 
 

 
1 https://www.wisesayings.com/libety-quotes/  
2 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/judge-andrew-p-napolitano-americans-should-carefully-watch-the-

dea-and-its-usage-of-graphite-here-s-why/ar-AA166MDR 
3 Ibid. 

https://www.wisesayings.com/libety-quotes/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/judge-andrew-p-napolitano-americans-should-carefully-watch-the-dea-and-its-usage-of-graphite-here-s-why/ar-AA166MDR
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/judge-andrew-p-napolitano-americans-should-carefully-watch-the-dea-and-its-usage-of-graphite-here-s-why/ar-AA166MDR
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Intriguing – the Bible projects a fearsome apocalyptic superpower, an earth beast, that many 
associate with the United States, which will limit choice. It endorses and guarantees the 
antichrist sea beast’s tyrannical authority and influence (13:12). This earth beast nation will be 
oppressive, with unprecedented global influence.  
 

• On behalf of the antichrist, this beast mediates and facilitates its coercive power. 

• It eventually forces the world to worship the sea beast as earth’s last 3½ years begin. 
Religious liberty will become a focused issue. 

• This earth beast is associated with satanic powers. Its “image” or “sign” of authority is 
an identity emblem so significant that it, too, can be worshiped. Failure to do so could 
finally result in death! (Revelation 13:15). This frenzied legal maneuver will threaten all 
of God’s people. 

 
How could any freedom-loving nation have that kind of imperious power? Scripture says it will 
come under satanic control. It must be so powerful and sagacious, with geopolitical support, to 
finally control buying and selling (13:17), and then life itself (13:15). The United States (that 
earth beast) must morph into such a formidable power to fulfil this prophecy. Brilliant speaker 
and author Victor Davis Hanson recently made these fearful observations, suggesting that that 
type of evolution is now occurring! These are his observations of how America is being recast! 
 

1. Surrendering its energy independence 

2. Printing trillions of dollars in new currency without any new tax base 

3. Ending America’s physical boundaries. Any differences between citizens and 
residents is melting away. 

4. Destroying public trust in elections 

5. Redefining crime, lessening its significance.  

6. Letting people’s perceived needs entitle them to take or do what they want 

7. Identifying individuals by their superficial appearances 

8. Erasing the past, controling the present, and creating a new American person for 
the future 

9. Appeasing Islamic theocracy 

10. Neutering the First Amendment 

11. Packing the Supreme Court, ending the Congressional filibuster, eliminating the 
Electoral College, and creating two more states 

12. Ignoring the Bill of Rights  
 
America is close to that Revelation 13 earth beast’s tyranny!4 A dramatic story was recently 
published on the internet that illustrates this:  URL – 
https://townhall.com/columnists/willalexander/2023/01/19/covid-mess-something-very-dark-is-
happening-n2618479 

 
4 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/victor-davis-hanson-if-you-really-wanted-to-destroy-the-us-then/ar-

AA14Li4F 

https://townhall.com/columnists/willalexander/2023/01/19/covid-mess-something-very-dark-is-happening-n2618479
https://townhall.com/columnists/willalexander/2023/01/19/covid-mess-something-very-dark-is-happening-n2618479
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/victor-davis-hanson-if-you-really-wanted-to-destroy-the-us-then/ar-AA14Li4F
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/opinion/victor-davis-hanson-if-you-really-wanted-to-destroy-the-us-then/ar-AA14Li4F
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George Soros, draconian billionaire, is leading the charge to undermine America. He has 
bankrolled seventy radical pro-criminal district attorneys across the United States. Cities are 
now turning into crime-infested centers. Murder, rape, robbery, rioting, arson, drug abuse, and 
mass-shoplifting have increased dramatically. Soros supports euthanasia, open borders, 
defunding the police, devaluing the American currency, destruction of American sovereignty, 
and global governance. He also funds Black Lives Matter. He is an atheist, hates Jews, and 
has admitted, “I see myself as a god.”5 
 

• Common to the Left’s agenda is an insatiable drive to move America into socialism. 
These elites crave to control others, to suppress opposition, and want a collectivism that 
destroys sovereignty. 

• This requires manipulating information, promoting false agendas, and having a power 
base to enforce their plans. 

 
Former ambassador to the United Nations, J. Kenneth Blackwell, said in August (2022) that 
President Biden is turning America “into a police state.” Following the FBI’s raid on former 
President Trump’s house: “For the first time in American history, a president’s administration 
has sent armed federal agents to raid the personal home of his predecessor, who is also a 
leader of the opposition party.”6 
 
Former Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, condemned the raid as weaponizing the Justice 
Department. “The apparent political weaponization of the DOJ/FBI is shameful. AG must 
explain why 250 years of practice was upended with this raid.” 
 
Senator Lindsey Graham (R–S.C.) wrote: “Launching such an investigation of a former 
President this close to an election is beyond problematic.”7  
 
The assault on America’s freedom remains unchecked by Attorney General Merrick Garland. 
His restructuring of what the media “releases” is a blatant example. President Trump spoke at 
the Conservative Political Action Conference, August (2022). It was perhaps one of his finest 
and most arousing speeches. Only C-SPAN was allowed to broadcast it.8 Liberty is being 
shackled. 
 
Tyranny without Oversight 
 
Penetrating thinker, retired Judge Andrew P. Napolitano, recently (December 2022) observed: 
 
“The George W. Bush-championed Patriot Act of 2001, the most horrific congressional assault 
on personal liberty since the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798, criminalized dissent – permits 
federal agents to bypass the search warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment when they 
want private records that are in the hands of a custodian.”9 

 
5 https://www.wnd.com/2022/10/george-soros-man-god/ 
6 https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/08/08/exclusive-ambassador-ken-blackwell-biden-is-turning-america-

into-a-police-state/ 
7  https://www.thethinkingconservative.com/pompeo-desantis-respond-to-fbi-raid-at-trumps-mar-a-lago-home/ 
8 4b. https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/free-speech-america-kaput-dead-doornail/  
9 https://www.dailypress.net/opinion/local-columns/2022/12/slouching-toward-fascism/  

https://www.wnd.com/2022/10/george-soros-man-god/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/08/08/exclusive-ambassador-ken-blackwell-biden-is-turning-america-into-a-police-state/
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2022/08/08/exclusive-ambassador-ken-blackwell-biden-is-turning-america-into-a-police-state/
https://www.thethinkingconservative.com/pompeo-desantis-respond-to-fbi-raid-at-trumps-mar-a-lago-home/
https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/free-speech-america-kaput-dead-doornail/
https://www.dailypress.net/opinion/local-columns/2022/12/slouching-toward-fascism/
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All they have to do, he noted, is present a so-called “National Security Letter” (NSL). The 
NSL’s are nonjudicial search warrants in which one federal agent authorizes another federal 
agent to seek your records! 
 
“Thus, the records held by your computer, telecom, financial, health care, utilities and credit 
card service providers, your physicians and lawyers, may all be accessed without search 
warrants and without notice to you.” Making any private records available to federal agents, 
governmental bureaucrats, and corporate bosses undermines/destroys the democratic 
process. 
 
During the past few months major credit card companies have begun recording individual 
transactions from gun shops to enable the feds to learn the identity of the patron. 
 
Add to this the new program concocted by Visa whereby it will keep records of credit card 
purchases in which it will rank the purchased products’ conformity to the “green climate 
agenda” view of carbon emissions and make those records available to the Treasury 
Department. This is terrible whittling away of personal privacy! 
 
This surreal exercise of power by that earth beast edges closer to tyranny.10 
 
Spying to Control and Blackmail 
 
Secretly, and often illegally, the government has penetrated the private lives of its citizens, 
suppressing Americans’ rights. This trend burgeoned under the Obama administration: 
 

• Executives from Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram held regular meetings with the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS). This began the government’s collusion with 
Big Tech. 

• Information that revealed complicit decisions by the government were throttled. False 
information was often put out instead. Examples: 

1. Efficacy of Covid-19 vaccines (current data raises alarming risk to life and health by 
their use) 

2. A positive spin on the failed withdrawal from Afghanistan 

3. Urgent need of US. support of Ukraine – fund distribution has not been monitored 

4. Racial injustice 

5. Election integrity 

6. Deceptive data on climate change 

7. What should be labeled “misinformation” 

8. Negative targeting of conservative news outlets, such as Breitbart News, including 
individuals like Tom Fitton, Mark Levin, and Sean Hannity11 

 
10 https://dailycaller.com/2022/12/04/opinion-america-is-slow-walking-towards-fascism-judge-andrew-p-napolitano/ 
11 https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/10/31/report-twitter-and-facebook-had-regular-meetings-with-dhs-on-

censoring-americans/ 

https://dailycaller.com/2022/12/04/opinion-america-is-slow-walking-towards-fascism-judge-andrew-p-napolitano/
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/10/31/report-twitter-and-facebook-had-regular-meetings-with-dhs-on-censoring-americans/
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/10/31/report-twitter-and-facebook-had-regular-meetings-with-dhs-on-censoring-americans/
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The New World Order/Great Reset organization, The World Economic Forum (WEF), held a 
meeting with the United Nations under Secretary General for Global Communications, Melissa 
Fleming (October 2022). She noted that: 
 

1. The U.N. partners with tech giants like Google and China’s TikTok to steer narratives, 
especially regarding climate change and the Covid pandemic, toward its global agenda. 

2. The WEF boasted, “We now own the science!” [through promotion of misinformation]. 
 
Since Elon Musk took over Twitter, growing evidence reveals that under its prior management 
the U.S. government had secret electronic portals to censor content that contradicted reality. 
This was especially in the area of vaccinations. Evidence currently shows “that the vaccines do 
not prevent transmission, that vaccines cause adverse effects and even death, and that more 
vaccinated people are now dying than unvaccinated. Even the CDC admitted in June [2022] 
that vaccinated people could contract the disease again.”12 
 
Very disturbing in another venue was the FBI’s partnership with Twitter. It began with the 
Russian collusion hoax in 2016. Up to 80 agents were involved in promoting this 
disinformation! They even determined what should be done with certain Twitter accounts 
(before Musk took it over).13 
 
Why is this important to Christians? Soon misinformation will come from an apostate religious 
agenda. Closely watching: 
 

1. For the world to wonder after the antichrist beast (Revelation 13:3). There will be a 
global promotional campaign identifying with his moral value to society! 

2. Identity with him will become an imperative when destructive calamities and/or 
economic downturn occur, leading to helplessness. 

• Scripture foretells that the world will collectively be swayed against God’s people 
when they fail to recognize the antichrist’s agenda. 

 
“Will it make you sad to be buffeted, despised, derided, maligned by the world? It ought not; for 

Jesus told us just how it would be. ‘If the world hate you,’ he says, ‘ye know that it hated me 

before it hated you.’ The apostle Paul, the great hero of faith, testifies, ‘For I reckon that the 

sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be 

revealed in us.’ ‘For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more 

exceeding and eternal weight of glory.’ [John 15:18; Romans 8:18; 2 Corinthians 4:17]. Look 

up, my brethren, look up. Let the love of God into your souls. Through Jesus the treasures of 

heaven are at our command, and what is there that he will not do for us? The Father also loves 

us, and is waiting to be gracious. ‘He that spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for us 

all, how shall he not with him also freely give us all things?’ [Romans 8:32].”14 

 
12 https://www.theepochtimes.com/documents-uncover-secret-twitter-portal-us-government-used-to-censor-covid-

19-content_4924270.html 
13 https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/12/16/twitter-files-fbi-kept-busy-censoring-conservatives-instead-of-

chasing-crooks/ 
14 The Great Controversy, p. 468. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/documents-uncover-secret-twitter-portal-us-government-used-to-censor-covid-19-content_4924270.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/documents-uncover-secret-twitter-portal-us-government-used-to-censor-covid-19-content_4924270.html
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/12/16/twitter-files-fbi-kept-busy-censoring-conservatives-instead-of-chasing-crooks/
https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2022/12/16/twitter-files-fbi-kept-busy-censoring-conservatives-instead-of-chasing-crooks/
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Most Americans assume they are isolated from the possibility that they might be spied on by 
powerful agencies. Discovery of how extensive this is is now coming to light. Recently, it was 
reported that the United Nations alone hired 110,000 “information warriors” to police the 
internet. A U.N. spokesman said that they are like “digital first responders.”15 
 
The spirit of growing hostility against conservatism was highlighted by Sheldon Whitehouse (D 
– RI).  
 

• He “called for revoking a tax exemption for a conservative group for not masking up and 
socially distancing during the pandemic, insisted on a slew of investigations of other 
conservative groups, and pressed for the Internal Revenue Service to expand its reach. 

• Example: “Turning Point USA,” which trains and develops young Christian Americans to 
be conservative leaders was attacked by Whitehouse: “Organizations that knowingly put 
in danger minors entrusted to their care should not enjoy the benefits of tax-exempt 
status. Accordingly, I urge the IRS to review whether it should revoke Turning Point 
USA’s tax-exempt status.”16 

 
There is a smoldering hatred against the moral integrity that made America’s greatness. This 
includes its Christian principles of honor, respect, standards, and faith. That threat could come 
to any tax-exempt organization, church, or agency, even in the service sector! 

An insightful writer noted: “There is coming rapidly and surely an almost universal guilt upon 
the inhabitants of the cities because of the steady increase of determined wickedness.”17  

We are living in the midst of an "epidemic of crime" at which thoughtful, “God-fearing men 
everywhere stand aghast. The corruption that prevails is beyond the power of the human pen 
to describe. Every day brings fresh revelations of political strife, bribery, and fraud; every day 
brings its heartsickening record of violence and lawlessness, of indifference to human 
suffering; of brutal, fiendish destruction of human life. Every day testifies to the increase of 
insanity, murder, and suicide.”18 

Christian Beliefs Threatened 
 
Religious freedom was of deep concern by North Carolina Supreme Court Chief Justice Paul 
Newby when he said: “Religious liberties are hanging by a thread.” Similar warnings have 
come from U.S. Supreme Court justices, like the late Antonio Scalia, Samuel Alito, and 
Clarence Thomas. 
 

• “The First Amendment to the United States Constitution declares that ‘Congress shall 
make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof.’ The Constitution is clear: religious freedom extends not only to beliefs, but also 
public actions based on those beliefs.” 

 
15 https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/u-n-recruited-110000-information-warriors-police-internet/ 
16 World Net Daily, “Documents reveal Senate Democrat pressured IRS, DOJ to target conservative groups,” 

December 1, 2022. 
17 The Review and Herald, October 11, 1906. 
18 Testimonies, vol. 9, p. 89. 

https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/u-n-recruited-110000-information-warriors-police-internet/
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• “When religious freedom is upheld, the conditions are set for all of society to flourish.”19 
 
Several political trends, and even Supreme Court rulings, have weakened the intent of the First 
Amendment. Penetrating thinker, Robert Pacienza, President and CEO of D. James Kennedy 
Ministries, and the pastor of Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church in south Florida, … has a 
growing concern for what is occurring in America. 
 
Because they hold and promote conservative Christian values, especially related to marriage, 
the Southern Poverty Law Center listed this ministry as a “hate group.” 
 
This occurred as a result of the U.S. Supreme Court ruling of Obergefell v. Hodges (June 
2015). This decision altered the definition and nature of marriage, which “exacerbated the 
trend toward immorality.” Pastor Pacienza spoke against this ruling! 
 
Justice Alito also dissented to this ruling in writing: “I assume that those who cling to old beliefs 
will be able to whisper their thoughts in the recesses of their homes, but if they repeat those 
views in public, they will risk being labeled as bigots and treated as such by governments, 
employers, and schools.”20 
 
Pastor Pacienza wisely suggested that citizens must leverage various opportunities available 
to them. He made three suggestions that should reverberate within all persuasions that cherish 
religious freedom. 
 

“First, we must argue that religion cannot be restricted to the private realm. Beliefs about 
religion are heartfelt and personal, and precisely for that reason they also radiate outward 
into our speech and actions. This is true for people who worship the God of Jesus Christ or 
the Allah of Muhammad…. We should fight for the right of all people to exercise their 
religious beliefs (unless, of course, their ‘exercise’ poses a clear and present danger to 
other citizens). 

“Second, we must argue that religion cannot be coerced. No single religion – whether it be 
Christianity or secular progressivism – should seek to force other believers to fit in its mold. 
Just as Christians shouldn’t demand that secular business owners pay for their employees 
to receive Biblical counseling, in the same way, secular persons shouldn’t compel 
Christians to pay for abortifacient contraceptives or bake cakes for weddings they don’t 
support. 

“Third, we should argue that religion cannot be replaced. Religious belief serves as the 
natural counterbalance to government. It alone has the heart to keep government in check, 
to prevent government from encroaching upon every square inch of society and culture. 
Why do you think Russia, China, and Saudi Arabia are so nervous about religious liberty? 
Religion is the only real safeguard against authoritarianism.”21 

On December 13, 2022, President Biden signed into law H.R. 8404, which gives statutory 
authority for same sex and interracial marriages. This will become an additional weapon to 

 
19 https://townhall.com/columnists/robertpacienza/2022/08/14/is-religious-liberty-hanging-by-a-thread-n2611589  
20 https://quotefancy.com/quote/1065656/Samuel-Alito-I-assume-that-those-who-cling-to-old-beliefs-will-be-able-

to-whisper-their  
21 https://townhall.com/columnists/robertpacienza/2022/08/14/is-religious-liberty-hanging-by-a-thread-n2611589 

https://townhall.com/columnists/robertpacienza/2022/08/14/is-religious-liberty-hanging-by-a-thread-n2611589
https://quotefancy.com/quote/1065656/Samuel-Alito-I-assume-that-those-who-cling-to-old-beliefs-will-be-able-to-whisper-their
https://quotefancy.com/quote/1065656/Samuel-Alito-I-assume-that-those-who-cling-to-old-beliefs-will-be-able-to-whisper-their
https://townhall.com/columnists/robertpacienza/2022/08/14/is-religious-liberty-hanging-by-a-thread-n2611589
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undermine Christians. It strengthens the possibility of taking Christians out of the public 
square.22 
 
Prior to the signing of this law, U.S. Senator Mike Lee (R–UT) argued on the Senate floor for 
an amendment to the Respect for Marriage Act. He wanted provisions enshrined in the bill to 
prevent the government from retaliating against schools, businesses, and organizations 
because of their religious beliefs. 
 
The Lee amendment was defeated. He had said when pleading for this change:  
 

“Why wouldn’t anyone want to deny the federal government the authority to retaliate 
against individuals, non-profits and other entities based on their sincerely held religious 
beliefs? … 

“Without the protections provided in my amendment, it will be open season on the rights of 
the faithful.” 

 
Senator Ted Cruz (R–TX) warned that the bill’s language “would strip the tax-exempt status 
from many religious schools, faith-based organizations, and other non-profit entities that hold 
traditional views of marriage.”23 As predicted, Biden is now targeting the values of many 
Christian schools.24 
 
Covid Terror 
 
Retiring director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Dr. Anthony Fauci, 
funded “gain of function” research at the Chinese Communist Party-run lab in Wuhan. 
 

• Goal: create super viruses 

• They could clearly be used only as biological weapons. 
 
Senator Rand Paul (a physician) is convinced that the Covid-19 leaked from this lab, and that 
Fauci is responsible for seven million deaths. “He will be remembered for one of the worst 
judgments in the history of modern medicine.” 
 

• Early in the pandemic, Fauci began dismissing employees who pushed the idea of a lab 
leak. 

• Then he colluded with social media to censor negative Covid reports.25 
 
Early in December of 2022, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) urged people to get a 
new bivalent omicron-specific Covid booster once a year. Most Americans rejected this 
recommendation. The White House got involved. Kamala Harris tweeted that the CDC urge 
Americans to get the shot. 

 
22 https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/crush-anyone-opposes-belief-leftists-weaponize-marriage-definition/ 
23 https://www.wnd.com/2022/11/open-season-marriage-bill-empowers-feds-attack-people-faith/ 
24 https://www.wnd.com/2023/01/new-biden-scheme-targeting-christian-schools-ex-official-warns/  
25 https://www.wndnewscenter.org/sen-rand-paul-faucis-bad-judgment-caused-millions-of-deaths/ 

https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/crush-anyone-opposes-belief-leftists-weaponize-marriage-definition/
https://www.wnd.com/2022/11/open-season-marriage-bill-empowers-feds-attack-people-faith/
https://www.wnd.com/2023/01/new-biden-scheme-targeting-christian-schools-ex-official-warns/
https://www.wndnewscenter.org/sen-rand-paul-faucis-bad-judgment-caused-millions-of-deaths/
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• Dr. Aaron Kheriaty, a California physician, challenged the mandates in court. 

• He was fired by the University of California for refusing the Covid vaccine.26 Then: “The 
Washington Post reported “a majority of Americans dying from the coronavirus received 
at least the primary series of the vaccine.”27 

 
The evidence for a growing number of fatalities from these vaccine shots is in the medical 
literature (clots and myocarditis are two of the lethal issues). Yet, the government has 
increased its “scolding tactics” of Americans who refuse these experimental vaccines.28  

The “agenda to control” is burgeoning. Dr. Peter McCullough’s (one of the top cardiologists and 
epidemiologists in the United States) had his license revoked for warning of the dangers of the 
Covid vaccines! 
 

• These vaccines have been socially weaponized. 

• In addition, he has evidence that the pandemic was “premeditated by public health 
officials working with medical elites!” The questions mount: “Is this part of the ‘Great 
Reset’ that is enamoring hundreds of the world leaders?” 

Intriguingly, such a crisis must occur to fulfill the prophecies of Revelation 17 and 13 (in 
that order)! 

• Dr. McCullough noted that health officials even suppressed treatments and refrained 
from creating protocols to make people so afraid they would take the vaccinations. 

 
Then came this sad news from Dr. McCullough: 
 

“I was terminated as the Editor-In-Chief of Cardiorenal Medicine and Reviews in 
Cardiovascular Medicine after years of service and rising impact factors. There was no 
phone call, no board meeting, no due process. Just e-mails or certified letters. Powerful 
dark forces are working in academic medicine to expunge any resistance to the vax.  

“Yesterday [October 28, 2022] I was stripped of my board certifications in Internal Medicine 
and Cardiology after decades of perfect clinical performance, board scores, and hundreds 
of peer reviewed publications.”29 

 
This is Marxism. This is terrorism. This tyranny extends to the highest academic levels! For this 
to occur, there had to be intense negotiations between academic centers, state and federal 
governments, and licensing boards. The question: Who coordinated this? Was there a 
mechanism already established within this country to demean and weaken any opposition to a 
specific agenda? A very fascinating alarm is sounding. Something is changing America’s 
freedom! Are we spiritually prepared for something possibly worse? This is organized evil. 
 

 
26 https://www.wnd.com/2022/12/hhs-secretary-urges-covid-booster-every-2-months/ 
27 https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/11/23/vaccinated-people-now-make-up-majority-covid-deaths/  
28 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/09/09/remarks-by-president-biden-on-

fighting-the-covid-19-pandemic-3/ 
29 https://www.survivethenews.com/breaking-marxist-medical-boards-strip-top-dr-peter-mcculloughs-medical-

credentials-for-speaking-the-truth-about-covid-vaccine/ 

https://www.wnd.com/2022/12/hhs-secretary-urges-covid-booster-every-2-months/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/11/23/vaccinated-people-now-make-up-majority-covid-deaths/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/09/09/remarks-by-president-biden-on-fighting-the-covid-19-pandemic-3/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/09/09/remarks-by-president-biden-on-fighting-the-covid-19-pandemic-3/
https://www.survivethenews.com/breaking-marxist-medical-boards-strip-top-dr-peter-mcculloughs-medical-credentials-for-speaking-the-truth-about-covid-vaccine/
https://www.survivethenews.com/breaking-marxist-medical-boards-strip-top-dr-peter-mcculloughs-medical-credentials-for-speaking-the-truth-about-covid-vaccine/
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Another alarm went off in August of 2022! There was a monkeypox outbreak that came from 
sexual activity between men. The FDA took the unheard-of liberty to allow doctors to 
administer monkeypox vaccine to children under 18 with a “special permission process.” There 
have been no studies nor research as to its safety – yet the Biden administration declared this 
to be a public health emergency – even for children!30 This is reprehensible, tyrannical, a 
perversion, coercive, and intrusive! 
 
Lurking in the Shadows 
 
Prophecy links a Roman-based power that has a religious bent to the final struggle between 
right and wrong. In the New World Order agenda a powerful, coercive figure will dominate and 
control a last geopolitical coalition. The Vatican has a tenacious interest in administering that 
position. 
 

“The CEOs of Bank of America, Visa, EY, BP, Johnson & Johnson, Salesforce, and several 
other Fortune 500 companies are joining forces with Pope Francis to promote a more 
inclusive form of capitalism in a new organization called the Council for Inclusive Capitalism 
with the Vatican."31 

 
This is not the first time the pope has taken a strong stance against established democracy. In 

the third encyclical of his papacy, Pope Francis rebuked free market capitalism. An encyclical 

is a way for religious leaders to establish a historical record of the church’s teachings. He also 

called for leaders to combat “dismal” inequality with fairer policies in such nations.32 

 
Milton Friedman (1912–2006), awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, said: 
“A society that puts equality before freedom will get neither. A society that puts freedom before 
equality will get a high degree of both.” 
 
Catholic socialism demands that everyone have equal resources, equal outcomes, i.e., 
everyone must win and receive prizes. That appeals to greed. It will fail. 
 
In opposition, Cardinal Raymond Burke warned of the dangers of “certain forces” promoting 
fear through ignorance to advance the “Great Reset.” The recommendations out of the World 
Economic Forum (driven by private discussions never seen by the public) threaten families and 
freedom.33 
 
Alarmed also was Archbishop Vigano, in a letter to President Trump:  
 
“The French Revolution wiped out the Western aristocracy. The Industrial Revolution 
obliterated the peasants and spread the proletarianization which led to the disaster of 
Socialism and Communism. The Revolution of ’68 demolished the family and the school. 

 
30 https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/fda-will-make-monkeypox-vaccine-available-kids-despite-no-testing/ 
31 www.inclusivecapitalism.com/; https://billmuehlenberg.com/2020/12/15/the-great-reset-the-vatican-and-

inclusive-capitalism/  
32 www.businessinsider.com.au/business-leaders-join-pope-francis-promote-council-inclusive-capitalism-2020-12 
33 www.lifesitenews.com/news/breaking-cdl-burke-covid-is-being-for-great-reset-to-attack-freedom-and-families 

https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/fda-will-make-monkeypox-vaccine-available-kids-despite-no-testing/
https://www.inclusivecapitalism.com/
https://billmuehlenberg.com/2020/12/15/the-great-reset-the-vatican-and-inclusive-capitalism/
https://billmuehlenberg.com/2020/12/15/the-great-reset-the-vatican-and-inclusive-capitalism/
http://www.businessinsider.com.au/business-leaders-join-pope-francis-promote-council-inclusive-capitalism-2020-12
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/breaking-cdl-burke-covid-is-being-for-great-reset-to-attack-freedom-and-families
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This Great Reset, desired by the globalist elite, represents the final revolution with which to 
create a shapeless and anonymous mass of slaves…. 

“The architects of the plan, [create] an unjustified social alarm about an alleged pandemic — 
that today we see is no more serious than a normal flu, as confirmed by official data from all 
over the world — has been used to create a tremendous global social and economic crisis and 
so to legitimize the drastic reduction of the basic rights of the population.”34 
 
Despotism – Tyranny – Control – Humiliation 
 
Political opposition is increasingly labeled as a “hate crime.” The federally backed, left leaning 
“Election Integrity Partnership” has targeted internet domains that oppose left-leaning 
agendas. They’ve created an “enemy list” (such as Fox News, New York Post, Breitbart News, 
Washington Examiner, Washington Times, Epoch Times, Just the News) for which they claim 
is filled with misinformation. 
 
This has affected advertising, resource acceptance, political conversation, and a broad 
spectrum of opinions of their readers. Emerging data reveals that taxpayer funds are being 
spent to censor and manipulate much of this country. 
 

• Judicial Watch president, Tom Fitton, said: “This is the destruction of American liberty 
right before our eyes.”  

• Conservative activist Pamela Geller wrote: “This is a fascist regime aiming to criminalize 
political dissent.”35 

 
Sarah Muscroft served as diplomatic head of the U.N. office for the Coordinator of 
Humanitarian Affairs in the occupied Palestinian territory. She condemned the Palestinian 
Islamic Jihad for “indiscriminate rocket fire” into Israel. 
 

• Yara Hawavi, a self-described Palestinian academic and writer, said: Muscroft’s 
comment was a “disgusting distortion of reality.” 

• Though she was right, and she apologized, the United Nations fired her. 
 
“The U.N.’s policy is crystal clear: any official who dares to publicly defy the false narrative of 
Hamas and Islamic Jihad will be removed.” However, Muscroft’s concerns regarded the death 
of innocent citizens. This firing enhanced the political strength of Hamas and the Islamic Jihad. 
 
Film producer, writer, and brilliant reporter, Dinesh D’Souza, produced a film called “2000 
Mules,” proving that the nationwide election that put President Biden in power was fraudulent. 
Co-producers Catherine Engelbrecht and Gregg Phillips refused to disclose confidential 
sources of their information. 
 

• They were arrested and jailed without bond. 

 
34 catholicfamilynews.com/blog/2020/12/03/a-meditation-on-the-great-reset-and-the-liberty-of-christians/   
35 https://justthenews.com/accountability/watchdogs/news-organizations-targeted-fascist-public-private-

partnership-stamp-out 

https://catholicfamilynews.com/blog/2020/12/03/a-meditation-on-the-great-reset-and-the-liberty-of-christians/
https://justthenews.com/accountability/watchdogs/news-organizations-targeted-fascist-public-private-partnership-stamp-out
https://justthenews.com/accountability/watchdogs/news-organizations-targeted-fascist-public-private-partnership-stamp-out
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• Catherine was put into solitary confinement with three block walls and one wall of 
transparent glass (so they could watch her). She was observed when she showered 
and used the toilet. 
 

This is America, and that’s what occurred in Houston, Texas. They were finally released. The 
confidant(s) remain a secret.36 
 
Though polls strongly favored a major “Red Wave” in the midterm elections, it did not happen! 
Republicans frantically scratched their heads. It must have been the extreme MAGA wing, our 
lack of money, Mitch McConnel, abortion, soccer moms, single white women, the media, big 
tech, or aliens.  
 

• They all missed the “diagnosis.” 

• The obvious cause: “Democrats cheat.” “Cheating will always defeat even the most 
aggressive efforts to win elections…” though executed perfectly. 

 
Growing awareness that ballot harvesting, ballot boxes, focused canvassing, early voting, 
mass ballot mailing, counting illegally made ballots, and counting more ballots than were cast 
is changing the electoral process. Fraud is covert and has “inserted itself … from the U.S.” 
Senate down to the state levels.37 
 
The freedom to vote, to choose, has been subverted. America has moved toward a Marxist 
philosophy. The voice of its citizens is being muffled. Such control is the predicted outcome of 
the “earth beast” of Revelation 13. But – add a religious element and the setup will be 
complete! Force to comply with state “social” mandates will be next. The absence of enforced 
accountability will morph to forced behavior for the “common good.”38 
 
Fearful is the discovery, since Elon Musk bought Twitter, of how governmental agencies 
(military, FBI, and CIA, specifically) suppressed or changed messages to favor Joe Biden over 
Donald Trump and suppress truth.39 
 
Satan’s modus operandi is often through incrementalism. The vast array of regulations and 
decrees even by simple administrative laws announce that a basis for what is just ahead has 
already begun. 
 

 
36 https://www.wndnewscenter.org/eye-opening-catherine-engelbrecht-was-kept-in-solitary-with-no-

privacy/#:~:text=%27Eye-opening%27%3A%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht%20was%20kept%20in%20solitary 

%20with,and%20investigator%20Gregg%20Phillips%20and%20founder%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht. 
37 https://www.wnd.com/2022/12/chief-reason-gop-losses-democrats-cheat/ 
38 Democrat blows the whistle on staggering allegations of systemic ballot harvesting in black neighborhoods”; 

Geller Report October 28, 2022 
39 https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/mysterious-government-agencies-participated-in-suppressing-twitter-

content-twitter-files_4944499.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&src_src= Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-

2022-12-25&src_cmp=mb-2022-12-25&utm_medium= 

email&est=XZhIrZYkB1BDdFE7C5n5BazYHMI8wXmW2SbPKJg4%2BAP%2BXEQU5DA%2FwvRDw2X4KA7

ppTQsLOux%2FlhoXc8%3D   

https://www.wndnewscenter.org/fbi-admits-it-routinely-asks-social-media-to-suppress-threats/ 

https://www.wndnewscenter.org/eye-opening-catherine-engelbrecht-was-kept-in-solitary-with-no-privacy/#:~:text=%27Eye-opening%27%3A%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht%20was%20kept%20in%20solitary %20with,and%20investigator%20Gregg%20Phillips%20and%20founder%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht
https://www.wndnewscenter.org/eye-opening-catherine-engelbrecht-was-kept-in-solitary-with-no-privacy/#:~:text=%27Eye-opening%27%3A%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht%20was%20kept%20in%20solitary %20with,and%20investigator%20Gregg%20Phillips%20and%20founder%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht
https://www.wndnewscenter.org/eye-opening-catherine-engelbrecht-was-kept-in-solitary-with-no-privacy/#:~:text=%27Eye-opening%27%3A%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht%20was%20kept%20in%20solitary %20with,and%20investigator%20Gregg%20Phillips%20and%20founder%20Catherine%20Engelbrecht
https://www.wnd.com/2022/12/chief-reason-gop-losses-democrats-cheat/
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/mysterious-government-agencies-participated-in-suppressing-twitter-content-twitter-files_4944499.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&src_src=%20Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-2022-12-25&src_cmp=mb-2022-12-25&utm_medium=%20email&est=XZhIrZYkB1BDdFE7C5n5BazYHMI8wXmW2SbPKJg4%2BAP%2BXEQU5DA%2FwvRDw2X4KA7ppTQsLOux%2FlhoXc8%3D
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/mysterious-government-agencies-participated-in-suppressing-twitter-content-twitter-files_4944499.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&src_src=%20Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-2022-12-25&src_cmp=mb-2022-12-25&utm_medium=%20email&est=XZhIrZYkB1BDdFE7C5n5BazYHMI8wXmW2SbPKJg4%2BAP%2BXEQU5DA%2FwvRDw2X4KA7ppTQsLOux%2FlhoXc8%3D
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/mysterious-government-agencies-participated-in-suppressing-twitter-content-twitter-files_4944499.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&src_src=%20Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-2022-12-25&src_cmp=mb-2022-12-25&utm_medium=%20email&est=XZhIrZYkB1BDdFE7C5n5BazYHMI8wXmW2SbPKJg4%2BAP%2BXEQU5DA%2FwvRDw2X4KA7ppTQsLOux%2FlhoXc8%3D
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/mysterious-government-agencies-participated-in-suppressing-twitter-content-twitter-files_4944499.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&src_src=%20Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-2022-12-25&src_cmp=mb-2022-12-25&utm_medium=%20email&est=XZhIrZYkB1BDdFE7C5n5BazYHMI8wXmW2SbPKJg4%2BAP%2BXEQU5DA%2FwvRDw2X4KA7ppTQsLOux%2FlhoXc8%3D
https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/mysterious-government-agencies-participated-in-suppressing-twitter-content-twitter-files_4944499.html?utm_source=Morningbrief&src_src=%20Morningbrief&utm_campaign=mb-2022-12-25&src_cmp=mb-2022-12-25&utm_medium=%20email&est=XZhIrZYkB1BDdFE7C5n5BazYHMI8wXmW2SbPKJg4%2BAP%2BXEQU5DA%2FwvRDw2X4KA7ppTQsLOux%2FlhoXc8%3D
https://www.wndnewscenter.org/fbi-admits-it-routinely-asks-social-media-to-suppress-threats/
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“Satan is stealing a march upon us. The law of God, through the agency of Satan, is to be 
made void. In our land of boasted freedom, religious liberty will come to an end.40   
 
“There will be a universal bond of union, one great harmony, a confederacy of Satan’s forces. 

‘And shall give their power and strength unto the beast.’ Thus, is manifested the same 

arbitrary, oppressive power against religious liberty, freedom to worship God according to the 

dictates of conscience.”41   
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40 Ibid., p. 193. 
41 Maranatha, p. 187.   


